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Notes

NOTE: Please consider using a Free Software PDF reader to view the PDFs on this page. Thank you.

NOTE: This document was created using the rmarkdown package [https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/] version 2.20 in R [https://
www.r-project.org/] version 4.2.2 on the Trisquel [https://trisquel.info/] version 9.0 GNU/Linux [https://www.gnu.org/gnu/why-gnu-
linux.html] distribution. You can find Irucka’s contributions to the R Community at https://gitlab.com/iembry [GitLab projects] &
https://www.ecoccs.com/rtraining.html {R Trainings and Resources provided by EcoC2S (Irucka Embry, E.I.T.)].

NOTE: These are the other jewels of knowledge in this series of documents:

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/wake-up_controversy.html
WAKE UP!: Controversial ̸= Not True

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/wake-up_controversyY.pdf
WAKE UP!: Controversial ̸= Not True

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/wake-up_aids_war.html
WAKE UP!: “AIDS” & War

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/wake-up_aids_warR.pdf
WAKE UP!: “AIDS” & War
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https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/wake-up_war_affirmative-action_enslavement.html
WAKE UP!: Affirmative Action, the Dissolution of Chattel Enslavement (A Trafficking Conspiracy) in the USA, the Continued
Enslavement (A Trafficking Conspiracy) of Millions of Human Beings Globally & the Wage Enslavement of Billions of Human
Beings Globally

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/wake-up_war_affirmative-action_enslavementT.pdf
WAKE UP!: Affirmative Action, the Dissolution of Chattel Enslavement (A Trafficking Conspiracy) in the USA, the Continued
Enslavement (A Trafficking Conspiracy) of Millions of Human Beings Globally & the Wage Enslavement of Billions of Human
Beings Globally

The main content

Why WAKE UP!

You may have asked yourself why I call the section that I write in the Black Student Alliance (BSA) newsletter – WAKE UP!, well
the reason is because of the song: Wake Up Everybody by Harold Melvin & the Blue Notes. [1]

I hadn’t heard that song in some time before I heard it on the “orientation” day of the 2001 James & Grace Lee Boggs Center to
Nurture Community Leadership (BCNCL) [2] Summer Leadership Institute (SLI), for which I was one of the participants in the inau-
gural year. That song really touched me and it helped me to understand that we must (re)awaken ourselves to the world/universe
around us so as to change ourselves to change the world/universe. Well, it reawakened feelings/emotions/thoughts/ideas/so on
that had been in me for some time, but were at that time dormant or maybe I just wasn’t fully realizing them and their potential.

Through about 10 days of interacting with people in the Detroit Summer program [3], discussions with Grace Lee Boggs and
other Board of Directors of the BCNCL and other people in the Detroit area, and discussions with the other participants in the
Institute, I came away with more questions about humanity: what does it mean to be a human being in this current day and age,
especially in light of the overt transhumanist agenda? [4] How does one know that one is a human being? Over the course of
time since that summer I have been reflecting, reading, contemplating, listening, and so on and thus other questions arose due
to the experiences I had in Detroit that summer of 2001.

How can we distinguish between our Needs and Wants? How do we ultimately change ourselves to change the world? Why
should we even care about these and thousands of other questions in this, the so-called richest, most powerful nation Empire in
the world? {Though in reality only about 1% of the people in this country Empire have that immense wealth and the imaginary
economy itself is currently dead, although many of us may not know that, and true power does not come from hypocrisy and
irresponsibility, force, fear, retaliation, destruction, military might/spending – militarism/terrorism, threats, and so on; but from
within. Thus, true power is based on responsibility, compassion, giving, love, respect, dignity, sincerity, humility, peace, justice,
and so on. As well, the reality of the situation is that the people inmates/robots/consumers/enslaved “people” (slaves) within
the Empire’s stronghold in the United States of America (USA) have become so arrogant, wasteful, and ignorant because of
the energetic imbalance (low vibrational energy) due to the extremes of arrogance, individualism, matterialism, violence, and
hypocrisy coming from our “corporament” [5] and the populace ourselves. [This does not imply that that describes everyone here.
It is the collective energy of this nation. [6]} It is important to note that this energy is changing as people continue to wake up and
realize that we have been fooled for way too long. The Truth will ultimately set us Free. [7]} It is important to note that this Empire
began in violence (in various forms) & that violence continues through to the present-day. Hence,

“violence is as American as cherry pie” [8]

&

“America Has Been At War 93% of the Time – 222 Out of 239 Years – Since 1776” [9]} – In actuality, the United States of America
has been at war 100% of the time since 1776.
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As well, I came away (from my time in Detroit) truly knowing that there were others out there struggling with questions and with
answers and with ideas of new ways of living and interacting with each other.

I can’t forget the visits/tours around the de-industrialized city of Detroit, Michigan (the demise of industrial capitalism/imperialism
within the Constitutional Republic of the United States of America can be found there). On those tours, I saw both the despair
and hopelessness of people as well as others that were full of hope and energy and empowered to change the way that Detroit
was with a plan for a new future. So there is even hope for us in East Tennessee that we can make this area a better place for all
of us to live in.

When we reevaluate the human potential, should we also reevaluate how we look at healthcare, education, and other social
systems? Should we redefine how we categorize/label ourselves, such as should we still use a static word like race {non-
changing/evolutionary and stationary) or should we use dynamic terms like ethnicity and/or culture [changing/evolutionary
and non- stationary)? Or should we even label ourselves in the first place? Should we strive to be inmates/enslaved
(slaves)/consumers/robots/subjects of a territory (COLONY)/nation/country/Empire or should we strive to be citizens/people of
the world? Chuck D. of Public Enemy [10] spoke at the University of Tennessee Knoxville campus a couple of years ago (early
2000s) and said that he is teaching his children to be worldly people – should you strive for that and should you teach your
children to strive for that goal as well? Or should we encourage everyone, especially our children, to recognize that We are All
Infinite Love/Infinite Consciousness having an Experience as …? [11]

How do we change ourselves to alter our ethos of the Empire that we reside within?

Ask yourself why I have chosen to speak out as an inmate in this Empire, when we are in a time of inflicting War MASSACRES
and TERRORISM on Life worldwide. Though in Reality, we have not stopped being at War with the people of the world be-
ginning way back when in the 1760s/1770s up to the present day. If the US/UK {Australian/Canadian/Russian/the Zionist
state/French/German}[Anglo colonial forces] continue to massacre people in Hawai’i, Haïti, Iran, Palestine, Yemen, Ukraine,
Vietnam, Korea (northern and southern), Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, Lebanon, Libya, Nigeria, Venezuela, Colombia, Somalia, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Western Sahara, Sudan, Cuba, and various other fictive “states” whose borders were created
by the various members of the global el ite/”international power structure,” then there may very well be Mutually Assured Destruc-
tion (MAD) [12] if the countries that have nuclear weapons use them and retaliate against other countries that have them or don’t
have them. If you are interested in learning more, then read articles about the possible plans for the Anglo colonizers to bomb
NUCLEAR power plants in Korea [13] in the northern section which will of course have drastic effects on the southern section that
we are supposedly trying to protect through killing and terrorizing people on a daily basis and on people in the northern section
and throughout the whole world too. Also, refer to the plans for a nuclear first strike in every city in the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (USSR)/the Soviet Union and China during the 1960s.[14]

In these times of great despair and tyranny, it takes courageous people to stand up and follow their conscience and seek a new
way based on peace, justice, and diplomacy, not idiocy, lunacy, MAD policies, and so on that may DESTORY/CONTAMINATE
the very Earth that we live on permanently or for THOUSANDS or MILLIONS of years to come. So, what are YOU going to do?

About the Author

Irucka Ajani Embry, M.E., E.I.T. is the Principal of EcoC2S (https://www.ecoccs.com) in Nashville, Tennessee. EcoC2S is a
small business focusing on Growing Food, Healthy Living Mentoring, & Free (Libre)/Open Source Software (FLOSS) services.
Irucka has a Master of Engineering with a Concentration in Environmental Engineering from Tennessee State University (TSU) in
Nashville and aBachelor of Science inCivil EngineeringwithMinors in Environmental Engineering andSpanish from theUniversity
of Tennessee (UT) in Knoxville.

Irucka is a creative & multi-faceted person. He is a(n)
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• adjunct professor,
• author,
• book publisher (https://www.questionuniverse.com/books.html},
• consultant,
• ecological activist (encompassing economic, environmental, and social justice),
• environmental engineer,
• financial professional (https://www.biz-services.one),
• freedom advocate,
• herbalist (“lover and user of plants”),
• home chef,
• lay homeopath,
• performing and visual artist (creative writing – https://www.questionuniverse.com/balancing-the-rift.html, Hip Hop musi-
cian – https://www.vibrationkunvorted.com/, and photography),

• public speaker/instructor/teacher,
• R data analyst / developer {https://www.ecoccs.com/rtraining.html],
• researcher,
• self‐studier of (agro)homeopathy and biodynamics {user of homeopathy since 1999},
• small business owner/entrepreneur,
• small-scale biological farmer (polyculture food grower) and advocate of everyone eating,
• tutor,
• etc.

Irucka can be reached at revolution [at) questionuniverse {dot] com with questions, comments, etc.

License

The text written by Irucka Ajani Embry is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 Inter-
national License.

Source for the R Markdown document

https://www.resurchify.com/latex_tutorial/latex_hyperlinks.php
Resurchify: Hyperlinks in LaTeX | How to add/set hyperlinks in LaTeX

Endnotes

[1]

“Wake up, everybody, no more sleeping in bed
“No more backward thinking, time for thinking ahead
“The world has changed so very much from what it used to be
“There’s so much hatred, war, and poverty, whoa, oh
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“Wake up, all the teachers, time to teach a new way
“Maybe then they’ll listen to whatcha have to say
“Cause they’re the ones who’s coming up, and the world is in their hands
“When you teach the children, teach ’em the very best you can

“The world won’t get no better
“If we just let it be
“The world won’t get no better
“We gotta change it, yeah, just you and me

“Wake up, all the doctors, make the old people well
“They’re the ones who suffer and who catch all the hell
“But they don’t have so very long before their Judgement Day
“So won’t you make them happy before they pass away

“Wake up, all the builders, time to build a new land
“I know we can do it if we all lend a hand
“The only thing we have to do is put it in our minds
“Surely things will work out, they do it every time”

–“Wake Up Everybody” by Harold Melvin & The Blue Notes,Wake Up Everybody album (1975); Source: AZLyrics [https://www.
azlyrics.com/lyrics/haroldmelvinthebluenotes/wakeupeverybody.html]

[2]

http://boggscenter.org/
James & Grace Lee Boggs Center to Nurture Community Leadership

“Our mission is to nurture the transformational leadership capacities of individuals and organizations committed to creating pro-
ductive, sustainable, ecologically responsible, and just communities.”

https://www.boggsschool.org/
The James & Grace Lee Boggs School

[3]

https://detroitsummer.wordpress.com/
Detroit Summer – They say it takes a village to raise a child. We believe it takes youth to transform the community.

[4]

https://www.questionuniverse.com/global.html
Questioning the Universe Publishing (QUP) {Irucka Embry]: What You Are Not Being Told (This is Just the “Tip of the Iceberg”)
[HTML version]

https://www.questionuniverse.com/globals.pdf
Questioning the Universe Publishing (QUP) {Irucka Embry]: What You Are Not Being Told (This is Just the “Tip of the Iceberg”)
[PDF version]

https://www.ecoccs.com/resources_links.html#ge_anim
EcoC2S [Irucka Embry): EcoC2S Online Resources: Genetically Engineered (GE) Animals (including, but not limited to,
bugs, cows, fish, insects, and humans)
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https://www.ratical.org/PandemicParallaxView/CAF-MrGlobal.html
rat haus reality: Catherine Austin Fitts: Mr. Global’s Bid for Economic Totalitarianism and Transhumanism – IF We Allow It

[5]

Please see the description of the “corporament” in:

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/wake-up_controversy.html#id2
WAKE UP!: Controversial ≠ Not True – End note 2

[6]

For a definition of “nation”, please refer to the following:

“Like our society, our nation is not a physical place. Yes, we shall establish a physical landmass for our nation, but
in reality our nation is an attitude, a behavior, a collective consciousness that transcends race, religion, nationality
and economic class. The borders of our nation are psychological; we limit ourselves to the title ofHip Hop orHiphop
so that we may recognize each other by name and nature.”

–The Seventeenth Overstanding the Temple of Hip Hop from The Gospel of Hip Hop First Instrument Presented by KRS ONE
For the Temple of Hip Hop, pages 647-649, paragraphs 16-24 [https://www.thetempleofhiphop.org/]

[7]

Please see …and the truth shall set you free 21st Century Edition By David Icke. ISBN# 978-0-9538810-5-5 [https://shop.
davidicke.com]

[8]

Quote by Jamil Abdullah al-Amin (when he was known as H. Rap Brown), Comm; CBS Library of Contemporary Quotations; H.
Rap Brown. American Archive of Public Broadcasting. Retrieved September 16, 2021; Source: FromWikipedia page on H. Rap
Brown [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H._Rap_Brown]

[9]

https://web.archive.org/web/20160111002119/http://www.washingtonsblog.com/2015/02/america-war-93-time-222-239-
years-since-1776.html
America Has Been At War 93% of the Time – 222 Out of 239 Years – Since 1776
by WashingtonsBlog, Posted on February 20, 2015 [Recovered with the Internet Archive: Wayback Machine]

[10]

https://www.publicenemy.com/
Public Enemy

[11]
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“I was told that there was really only one thing I needed to know and these words began to repeat over and over
in my head: ‘Infinite Love is the only truth – everything else is illusion’. … Love in the context of Infinite Love
is the balance of all. Infinite ‘Love’ is also Infinite Intelligence, Infinite Knowing, Infinite Everything. Thus, it is and it
isn’t; it is everywhere and nowhere, everything and nothing. It is All Possibility in perfect balance.”

–David Icke, Infinite Love is the Only Truth: Everything Else is Illusion: Exposing the dreamworld we believe to be ‘real’. Page
43. ISBN# 978-0-9538810-6-2 [https://shop.davidicke.com]

Please see Remember Who You Are: Remember ‘Where’ You Are and Where You ‘Come’ from: Remember … By David Icke.
ISBN# 978-0-9559973-3-4 [https://shop.davidicke.com]

[12]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutual_assured_destruction
Mutual assured destruction, From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

https://web.archive.org/web/20030202231016/http://www.airpower.maxwell.af.mil/airchronicles/apj/apj97/win97/parrin.html
Mutually Assured Destruction Revisited: Strategic Doctrine in Question
By Col Alan J. Parrington, USAF, Published Aerospace Power Journal - Winter 1997 [Recovered with the Internet Archive: Way-
back Machine]

This is a Web page section focusing on the broad spectrum of nuclear (nuclear power, nuclear weapons, and technologies to
make nuclear isotopes non-toxic)

https://www.questionuniverse.com/rethink.html#nuclear
Questioning the Universe Publishing (QUP) {Irucka Embry]: Resources to help us rethink, reimagine, & reFeel our world: Nuclear

This is a Web page section focusing on advanced weapons systems {nuclear weapons aren’t the only weapons of mass destruc-
tion (WMD) & there are occult weapon systems that make nuclear weapons look like a cherry bomb] and targeted assassinations

https://www.questionuniverse.com/rethink.html#advweap
Questioning the Universe Publishing (QUP) {Irucka Embry]: Resources to help us rethink, reimagine, & reFeel our world: Ad-
vanced Weapon Systems & Targeted Assassinations

[13]

https://web.archive.org/web/20030328225051/http://kimsoft.com/
Korea WebWeekly: An independent, non-partisan, non-profit web on all things Korean: Her history, culture, economy, politics
and military - since 1995. [Recovered with the Internet Archive: Wayback Machine]

https://web.archive.org/web/20030609075357/http://www.iraqwar.ru/iraq-read_article.php?articleId=3673&lang=en
Война в Ираке.War in Iraq: U.S. has blueprint to bomb N. Korea
22.04.2003 [Recovered with the Internet Archive: Wayback Machine]

https://web.archive.org/web/20030923192029/http://www.iraqwar.ru/iraq-read_article.php?articleId=3667&lang=en
Война в Ираке.War in Iraq: Rumsfeld Calls For Regime Change In North Korea
22.04.2003 [Recovered with the Internet Archive: Wayback Machine]

https://web.archive.org/web/20030505005028/http://reuters.com/newsArticle.jhtml?type=worldNews&storyID=2601572
Reuters: Report: U.S. Has Plans to Bomb N.Korea Nuke Plant
April 22, 2003 [Recovered with the Internet Archive: Wayback Machine]

[14]
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https://www.globalresearch.ca/u-s-military-planned-first-strike-nuclear-attack-on-every-city-in-russia-and-china-and-gave-
many-low-level-field-commanders-the-power-to-push-the-button/5621871
U.S. Military Planned First Strike Nuclear Attack on Every City in Russia and China … and Gave Many Low-Level Field Comman-
ders the Power to Push the Button: Interview with Daniel Ellsberg
By Daniel Ellsberg and Washington’s Blog, Global Research, December 07, 2017/Washington’s Blog 6 December 2017
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